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Who we are

BBVA Fintech Chatbot Summit’18 finalist Partner SouthSummit’18 B2B Public FundingAccelerator

AWARDS AND ALLIANCES

REBRANDING

2020

2018

ORIGIN

AWARDS

2018

2019

MILESTONES

Accelerators 
(Telefonica OF & BBVA) 

and 1st commercial 
version

SouthSummit B2B 
Finalist & Chatbot 
Summit Startup 

Competition

Anbotux rebranding 
as Whenwhyhow. 

Named Cool Vendor 
by Gartner

Anbotux is born

whenwhyhow is an AI-based solution

that uses a combination of internal

customer information and external

events to surface insights and, through

continuous learning, build customer

mindset understanding and digital

empathy.



In a world with increasing digital 
maturity, the interaction between 

businesses and customers is growing, 
requiring a much more personalized 

relational approach, a fact that 
corporations sometimes do not pay 

enough attention to. This leads to the 
consequent frustration and lack of 

loyalty of customers.

whenwhyhow helps understand the customer
mindset and generate digital empathy

What we try to solve



API

Presential and non 

presential channel 

interaction 

information

Web or app visits

Actions

• Payments

• Bookings

• Cancellations…

IOT

Relevant external events:

• Stock market

• Weather

• Competition

• Strikes…

CRM or BBDD customer 

segmentation

Customer profiles Chatbot enhancement 360º Analytics

How we do it

API

API

Actionable
Datamart



Customer profiles
Getting to know the customer’s whens, whys and hows

• Probability of a customer performing a certain action on an external event (cancel a 

flight if there is a strike, check the terms of service if the competition launches an 

advertising campaign...)

• Specific behaviors that the company would like to detect from the collected information:

• Preferred channel of contact

• App visits

• Customer actions (purchases, cancellations…)

• Etc.

They provide information on how customers relate to the company:



Example: Customer reactivity to stock market variations



Chatbots enhancement
Humanizing the chatbot

Thorough analysis of non-human conversational channels, with the aim of:

• Analyzing user skills (speed of writing, use of buttons…)

• Measuring the ratios between automated and agent interactions 

• Comparing performance from different chatbots or voice attendants

• Detecting bottlenecks or design errors through sankey diagrams, which display the 

customer’s conversation flow



Example: Customer chat skills



Example: Sankey diagram to analyse chatbot flows



360º Analytics
Transforming the data into customer intelligence

• It unifies data from different touchpoints in a matter of days and without complex

developments

• It offers a graphical 360º view of each customer, providing details of the

customer's behavior

• It allows to visualize customer information in an aggregated and homogeneous way,

both by segments and in total, so that habits and patterns that otherwise would

not be easily accessible can be identified

Simpler, more personalized and smarter analytics



Example: Integrated channel usage metrics



banking
Detect which clients 
react to stock 
market variations 
and personalize the 
conversation with 
them

airlines
Reconfirm flight 
details to those 
clients more 
concerned about 
weather news, strikes 
announcements, etc.

insurance
Anticipate with 
personalized offers to 
costumers that are 
more responsive to 
competitors 
advertising pressure

telcos
Understand how your 
customer service 
channels are used by 
your customers and 
invest where it makes 
most sense

e-commerce
Improve the 
performance of your 
chatbot and find out if 
there are bottlenecks 
impacting sales

Sectors



Applications and business benefits

• Establish Event Driven Marketing strategies (EDM)

• Deliver adequate and personalized information to your customers in the

right moment and through the best channel

• Detect abandonment patterns and anticipate to retain customers before

they consider other options.

• Detect behavior-based segmentations that complement the ones of the

CRM

• Improve the voice assistants and chatbots’ experience

• View relevant customer information through a customizable and simple

dashboard

Improve customer

satisfaction

Reduce costs by 

investing in what 

matters

Increase your 

ROI and LTCV

Boost Long-term 

customer Value



Architecture

• On-premises or public cloud (AWS, GCP, and

Azure)

• Database and API Manager also deployable in

cloud (MongoDB Atlas and WS2O API Cloud)

• Both can be replaced by other technologies

depending on the customer's needs

• The platform does not process or store any

sensitive customer information

• Multitennant



FAQs
What is whenwhyhow's business model?

The model consists of an initial professional services fee and an annual subscription per end customer of the company. This

recurring fee ranges from 0.25 to 1€, depending on the scheme adopted (cloud or on premise) and whether whenwhyhow

provides the third-party licenses or they are supplied by the customer.

What does the annual fee give access to?

It gives access to the tool (with an unlimited number of users) and allows access to product support (level 3) and software

updates.

Is it possible to do a proof of concept?

Yes, you can do a proof of concept or pilot for an specific period of time and with limited functionality.

What if I have a small number of communication channels with my customers?

You can start with as many channels as you want and incorporate new channels at any time

What size of company is whenwhyhow aimed at?

The company can be small, medium or large; the most relevant factor is that there is an intensive relationship (many

interactions or actions) with the group of subjects (customers, employees, patients...) to be analyzed



FAQs

Does whenwhyhow perform sentiment analysis?

No, to add sentiment into the customer profile, an external tool needs to be used to transmit this information to

whenwhyhow

Does whenwhyhow perform semantic analysis of conversations?

No, whenwhyhow is not a Natural Language Processing (NLP) tool

Does it provide whenwhyhow chatbots?

No, it integrates with customer chatbots

How do you know whenwhyhow customer users or nicknames on social media?

It is the company that has to identify its customers and associate them with a unique customer identifier, which will be the

only information that communicates to whenwhyhow

Are character strings or conversations stored in whenwhyhow?

It can be configured to save them or not, although it is recommended not to save them to be GDPR compliant



FAQs

How do I enter data from different sources (channels, actions...) in whenwhyhow?

Through connectors to the whenwhyhow APIs, that will send information at session summary level or at interaction level

How long does it take to get the solution up and running?

It depends on how many data sources need to be analyzed. As a reference, the connector with a chatbot that uses

DialogFlow can be developed in about 4 hours

Does whenwhyhow identify relevant external events automatically?

No, the company needs to identify which contexts may be relevant and configure them on the platform

How do I update event values in whenwhyhow?

They can be updated automatically if there is a connector that captures the data and converts it to the chosen data model,

or they can be entered manually



COLLABORATION MODEL

Annual fee

Installation

Support

Configuration

Development

Partner

Level 3

Client

Event set-up

Level 1 and 2

x x

xx

xx

x x

x x



Web: 
www.whenwhyhow.tech

Address Contact

http://www.whenwhyhow.tech/

